
A SIMPLE WAY TO IMPROVE THE MGB'S HORN CIRCUIT 

 

Q For quite a while I'd noticed that my MGB GT's horn would sound only if it felt like it. 

Otherwise - silence, at least a subdued "honking sound". The horn's reliability deteriorated 

after a Moto-Lita steering wheel was fitted - the horn push contact isn't the strongest point of 

this design. Cleaning all the contacts did help somewhat, but not conclusively. 

As we know, the horn circuit works like this: Power (+) is supplied to the horn directly via the 

fuse box (permanent or live), while the horn push closes the circuit to earth (-). The horn 

proved to be fine, though, checked by applying an earth lead directly to the terminals. Further 

checks with a multi-meter ensured that the circuit as such was OK, i.e. pushing the horn 

button provided earth. So why didn't the horn sound? 

 
A closer look at the MGB's wiring diagram revealed that no relay was provided, which means 

that the somewhat heavy current feeding the horn was supposed to pass through the horn 

push. If that switch is causing too much resistance, the resulting voltage drop may not leave 

sufficient "oomph" to operate the horn. 

Nonetheless, the horn push will operate something needing a lesser current perfectly well, e.g. 

a horn relay. Here is how it's done. A nice place to mount the relay is on the right side of the 

radiator diaphragm. The relay has four terminals; one pair to supply the current to the device, 

i.e. the horn, the other pair activates the relay. Operating the relay: Earth - horn push, Plus 

(live) - from the fusebox. I used a free terminal at the box and added line fuse to this lead. 

Pushing the horn button will now provide a "click", showing the relay is ready. You may, 

incidentally, feed the relay from the "switched plus" part of the fuse box, so that the 

horn won't sound unless the ignition is on. Horn Supply: Earth - should be taken from a 

suitable (i.e. not rusty etc) point. I used a further bolt passing through the radiator 

diaphragm. Plus - from relay to horn (the terminal where originally the horn push lead was 

fitted to. Caution: this lead is now 'live' i.e. taking "plus" through the horn itself. You might 

wish to make sure the lead can't come off the relay. Note, early model MGs may be positive 

earth, check the polarity of your car before attempting this modification. 
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